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XSEDE – accelerating scientific discovery
XSEDE’s Vision:
a world of digitally-enabled scholars, researchers, and
engineers participating in multidisciplinary collaborations
while seamlessly accessing computing resources and
sharing data to tackle society’s grand challenges.
XSEDE’s Mission:
to substantially enhance the productivity of a growing
community of scholars, researchers, and engineers
through access to advanced digital services that support
open research;
and to coordinate and add significant value to the
leading cyberinfrastructure resources funded by the NSF
and other agencies.
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XSEDE Factoids: high-order bits
• 5 year, US$121M project
– plus US$9M, 5 year Technology Investigation Service
• separate award from NSF

– option for additional 5 years of funding upon major review after
PY3

• No funding for major hardware
– coordinate, support and create a national/international
cyberinfrastructure
– coordinate allocations, support, training and documentation for
>US$100M of concurrent project awards from NSF

• ~112 FTE /~240 individuals funded across 20 partner
institutions
– this requires solid partnering!
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Total Research Funding Supported by XSEDE
in Program Year 3
US$767 million in research
supported by XSEDE
in PY3
(July 2013-June 2014)

Research funding only. XSEDE leverages and
integrates additional infrastructure, some
funded by NSF (e.g. Track 2 systems) and some
not (e.g. Internet2).
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What is XSEDE?
• An ecosystem of advanced digital services
accelerating scientific discovery
– dynamic distributed infrastructure
– support a growing portfolio of resources and services
• advanced computing, high-end visualization, data analysis,
and other resources and services
• interoperability with other infrastructures

• A virtual organization (partnership!) providing
– support services and technical expertise to enable
researchers engineers and scholars
• addressing the most important and challenging problems
facing the nation and world
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Emergence of Data Resources and Assets
• Several communities have supported their own
community repositories
– more are beginning to emerge

• Campuses are developing efforts
– support data, data management, curation and
preservation

• Has been explicitly beyond XSEDE’s scope to date
– what is XSEDE’s role with respect to these resources and
services
– not clear if NSF will fund data infrastructure in the same
way it has funded compute infrastructure
– the fact remains that these data assets and services are
critical to the success of researchers
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Resource Portfolio Management
(Compute Resources)

• XSEDE does not control what NSF funds
– does provide input on NSF’s directions

• Integration of a more varied set of resources into the
XSEDE environment, including:
–
–
–
–
–

cloud-based resources
virtualization
campus resources
commercially provided resources (cloud or otherwise)
stronger support for high throughput computing
• a broader community needs these types of resources beyond HEP

– what is the future of the highest end computing
resources?
– volunteer computing?
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“Sustainability”
• Need to establish a “continuity model”
– persistence in the services and environment provided

• Developing services on offer to others: providing
basic cyberinfrastructure services
– charge incremental costs for operating/supporting
services for other projects

• Objective is not to make money!
– provides mechanism for other NSF project
investments to leverage the XSEDE investment

• Pilot under way: NCAR with XRAS
– expressions of interest from some campuses
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Questions?

